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	Name of organisation/service:  SSCP Listening Hub - EHWB Event 7th March 2022
	Author: 
	Clear purpose and focus: Listen to children, parents professionals to explore ways Emotional Health & Wellbeing can be managed & improve service delivery. Build upon findings from local and national research, Education Listening Hub on the impact of the pandemic on the emotional health and welbeing of children and families.
	Engagement activity: Hybrid Event organised based on 'Getting Help' from the I-Thrive Model on the 5 ways to wellbeing. Attended by around 80 people online & face to face including children from non mainstream schools, year 6 class, professionals & parents linked to existing networks & new parents. 
	Analysis: Feedback gained from mentimeter and activities and discussions held on the day and delegates informed these will go towards making changes to service delivery and understanding the needs of Salford children, young people and families. This included gaining further feedback on the GM BeeWell survey on physical activity in the City,
	Informing change: Feedback will shape how the budget is used regarding social prescribing for physical activity.
Inform future themes and design of the Listening Hub and developing the wider communication, networks and sharing of information in the 'You said, we did' approach to demonstrate the difference and impact of the Listening Hub.
	Follow up: Provide feedback to attendees following the event of summary & next steps.
Update the SSCP & its networks to monitor progress & impact from the feedback including forward plan.
Organise further themed Listening Hub Events from  overall feedback & include a wider range of children & young people.
	Views and voices: - Safe places & safe spaces.  More variation not duplication. We don't need more, we need better.
- Youth clubs are good for activities,building relationships & learning life skills. Activities & centres have reduced
- Those supervising should be trained in a more trauma informed responsive way
- Use local existing spaces or keep schools open for longer instead of looking for new places 
- Family activities e.g.family bootcamps encourages children to get involved & makes adults more active
-  Inclusive for all. More inclusivity for those with disabilities.  Barriers exist in different communities. Families and children feel segregated even if they get in a drama or dance school in an affluent area.
- Why do people care about young people MH now? It's a bit late isn't it?
- Why are there so many adults? Loads of people are talking at us.
- We need accessible & accurate information.There should be better communication with the community. How do we find out? There's too many places and people to ask about what's available i.e. My City/EHWB Directory etc


